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As a masterful guitarist, I discovered a potential use for the Ampeg SVX, and
used its component models to recreate the sounds of a very sought after amp
and cabinet configuration from the 70s. The result is sound like pure crystal

clear glass, even if Im a little worried about the potential dangers involved with
picking up a 50W amp. The quality of the different amp models is very good,
and the models not only sound great out of the speakers, but when used with

the cabinet, they produce sound that is not merely the sum of all the individual
amp and cabinet components. The SVX has 21 sections, each of which can be

placed on it own virtual stomp box as a progressive enhancement. So, for
example, you could have a section for a Marshall speaker cabinet, one for an
Ampeg A3, one for a PRS P-bass, and so on. As well as the virtual stomp box

section, the SVX also offers a usable input section, and a headphone output for
plugging it into a DAW via a cable. The SVX comes with a useful chromatic

tuner, which makes it easy to set up your presets in the browser. The amp and
speaker models are based on three types of iconic Ampeg speakers and

cabinets. All of the amps have a good authentic sound with good fundamentals,
but a bright, tight top end. The cabinets provide a good clean sound for bass

and vocals, and in the best cabinet model, a fat low end and definition that hold
up very well in the lower octaves. Downloads are available from the IK

Multimedia Application Center here, and they can be purchased in the IK
Multimedia's online store. If you have purchased the Desktop edition,

registration is automatically added to your account once you have logged in to
the application center. You will need the same serial number you downloaded

from the IK Multimedia's online store to complete the software registration
process on your PC, Mac, iPhone or iPad.
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Ampeg SVX is a bass amplification plug-in that has taken amp modeling to another level. Rather
than model a variety of amps from different manufactures as they did with AmpliTube 2, IK

Multimedia partnered directly with bass amp manufacturer Ampeg to create Ampeg SVX. This
plug-in features a fantastic collection of virtual amps and cabinets that faithfully reproduces the
tone of numerous Ampeg amplifiers and cabinets, providing the bassist or engineer with twenty-

four different bass rigs at their fingertips.In addition, Ampeg SVX supplies numerous effects,
microphones, signal paths, and room ambience options (all accurately modeled) to create your
desired tone. Ampeg SVX comes with numerous preset rigs, but you can go ahead and create
(and save) your own custom bass setups. 3.6 stars or better: Outstanding, WIHO Award 3 stars

or better: Worth considering 2 stars or better: Suited to specific needs 1 star or less: Not
recommended Ampeg SVX is a bass amplification plug-in that has taken amp modeling to

another level. Rather than model a variety of amps from different manufactures as they did
with AmpliTube 2, IK Multimedia partnered directly with bass amp manufacturer Ampeg to

create Ampeg SVX. This plug-in features a fantastic collection of virtual amps and cabinets that
faithfully reproduces the tone of numerous Ampeg amplifiers and cabinets, providing the

bassist or engineer with twenty-four different bass rigs at their fingertips.In addition, Ampeg
SVX supplies numerous effects, microphones, signal paths, and room ambience options (all

accurately modeled) to create your desired tone. Ampeg SVX comes with numerous preset rigs,
but you can go ahead and create (and save) your own custom bass setups. 5ec8ef588b
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